Developing an Efficient Algorithm for Video Shot Boundary Detection Using Dual Tree Complex Wavelet Transform
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, the development of software and hardware technology has enabled the creation of large amount of digital video content. The innovation being done in multimedia streams from last few years necessitates the development of efficient and more effective methodologies for storing information related to video, audio, text etc. Accessing of content based video data requires segmentation of each video stream into its primary blocks. The general objectives are to segment a given video sequence into its constituent shots, and to identify and classify the different shot transitions in the sequence. The video stream consists of a number of shots, each sequence of frames are represented using a single camera. Switching from one frame to another indicates the transition from a shot to the next one. Therefore, the detection of these transitions, known as scene change or shot boundary detection, is the first step in any video-analysis system. A number of proposed techniques for solving the problem of shot boundary detection exist, but the major challenges to them is Detection of gradual transition and the elimination of disturbances caused by illumination change or fast object and camera motion . The reliability of the scene change detection stage is a very significant requirement because it is the initial stage in any video retrieval system. Thus, its performance has a direct impact on the performance of all other stages. On the other hand, efficiency is also crucial due to the voluminous amounts of information found in video streams. In my research paper, a new robust and efficient algorithm capable of detecting transitions in AVI videos is developed.
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Introduction
The impulsive growth of digital video applications entails the generation of vast amount of video data; however, the technologies for organizing and searching video databases are still on demand. Video is the most resourceful media for capturing the world around us. It has been the primary concern of the movie, television industry and has developed procedures and techniques to index, store, edit, retrieve, sequence and present video material.

Shot boundary detection (SBD) is the basis of enlightening higher levels of the hierarchical video structure. The next structural level above the shot is scene levels as shown below. The shot boundaries thus usually represent overlapping of scene, so gathering information on the shot boundaries and scene boundaries helps us to gain more insight in the challenging factors.

Shot boundary detection searches for and recognizes the visual discontinuities caused by the transitions, to segment a video stream into its elementary content units. Despite the long research history and numerous proposed techniques, shot boundary detection is not completely solved. Since sports video is arguably one of the most challenging domains for robust shot boundary detections.

The basis of detecting shot boundaries in video sequences is the fact that frames surrounding a boundary generally display a significant change in their visual contents. The detection process is then the recognition of considerable discontinuities in the visual-content flow of a video sequence. Primary step of this process is feature extraction, where the features depict various aspects of the visual content of a video. Variation occurs from i frame to the next (i+1) frame. The discontinuity value represents magnitude of this variation. Then, this difference is compared against a threshold T. If the threshold is exceeded, a shot boundary between frames i and (i+1) is detected. Thus a reliable conclusion is drawn about the presence or absence of a shot boundary between frames i and i+1. This indicates the presence of a clear separation between difference value ranges for measurements performed within shots and at shot boundaries. Finding shot boundaries are useful in some applications like advertisement, news, movies, TV programmes etc. Shot boundary detection also makes it possible to build video players in which the user can rewind and fast forward one shot at a time, or browse the contents of the video by its key frame representation.

A video sequence can be viewed as a well-organized document and can be categorized into logical units at the following different levels:

• Frame level: A frame represents a single image in a video sequence.
• Shot level: A shot is a sequence of frames recorded contiguously from a single camera and representing a continuous action in time or space.
• Scene level: A scene is a continuous sequence of shots having a common semantic significance.
- **Sequence/story level**: A sequence/story is composed of a set of scenes.

![Diagram of transition types](image)

**Figure 1. Structure analysis**

A transition generally represents sequential discontinuities in video sequences where the sequence of frames between two successive shot shows variation. There are two kinds of shot transitions, i.e. abrupt changes (also called cuts) and gradual ones, which are presented mainly in the forms of fade, dissolve, and wipe.

A video stream consists of a sequence of image. The video stream can have arbitrary length. The illusion of moving picture is generated by showing rapidly a sequential series of still images. The human eye is too slow to see the individual still images, and thus interprets the sequence of still images as a constant movement. On an average the frame rates of videos are calculated about 24 or 30 images per second, which is enough to generate the illusion of continuous movement. Edited video typically consists of multiple shots. A shot is a series of sequential frames that have been captured using a single camera. Shots are bound together using several kinds of cuts or transition effects. In movie terminology multiple shots form a scene, which is defined to be a set of consecutive shots that form an unit that seems to be continuous in time.

Each shot, scene and story can be depicted coarsely for visualization and summarization purposes. The frame depicts the most significant visual feature of the related video segment. Depending on the complication involved in video segmentation, there can be one or multiple video frames depicting it. The frames are frequently extracted from the shot level, and appropriate shot frames are then be selected to represent the higher-level components in the video hierarchy.

The shots are clearly visually separable by humans. Most of the transitions between shots can be classified into abrupt cuts, and gradual fades, dissolves and wipes.

There are a variety of methods available to detect shot boundary in videos based on pixel differences [9], color differences, statistical differences, compression differences, edge differences [10], histogram comparison and motion vector [11]. In this paper, comparison of three algorithms

A fade as shown in Figure 1.3 is a transition in which every pixel on the screen fades into single color, typically white or black i.e. fade in, or from a single color back into natural image i.e. fade out.

![Video frames depicting fade transition](image)

**Figure 2. Video frames depicting hard cut**

A hard cut is an abrupt transition in which there is an instantaneous transition from one shot to another subsequent shot.

![Video frames depicting hard cut](image)

**Figure 3. Video frames depicting fade transition**

Fade in (left) and Fade out (right)

In dissolves as shown in Figure 1.4 the RGB values of the pixels are gradually changed from one shot to another, and thus parts of both shots are shown simultaneously for a while.

![Video frames depicting dissolve transition](image)

**Figure 4. Video frames depicting dissolve transition**

Wipes as shown in Figure 1.5 are transitions in which each pixel of the first shot is replaced by the pixels of the second shot in an organized pattern like circular, diagonal, vertical, horizontal etc. For example, sequentially changing each column of pixels from left to right is a typical wipe effect.

![Video frames depicting wipe transition](image)

**Figure 5. Video frames depicting wipe transition**
Digital editing allows us to create countless types of additional transition effects. These are used for stylistic effect in entertainment videos. However, most of the cuts in typical news broadcasts can be classified into the mentioned four classes of transitions. For shot boundary detection purposes it is usually sufficient to be able to recognize the instance when a transition takes place. Some shot boundary detection algorithms also use separate detection algorithm for separate transition classes, and therefore knowing the characteristic properties of each transition type it can be useful.

**Non-real time video shot boundary detection**

For non-real time video shot boundary detection we used test videos having edit effects like fade, cut etc. First step towards the approach is to convert video into its frame. The elements of frames are known as node or vertices and the path joining the node with other node to form a tree pattern is called edge. A graph is always represented by \( G = (V,E) \). With this node we form a tree pattern based on the number of available nodes.

The dissimilarities between the tree pattern is examined by DWT so form results in frame difference. This difference is calculated in terms of histogram difference for abrupt change which is insensitive to changes in colour, luminance because there is a sudden change between two adjacent frames so no similarity exist there. In case of gradual, we see minute changes in luminance, color, and motion of both camera and background which is very frequent. So for this we use standard deviation of pixel intensities in combination with contrast change feature, to calculate frame difference. It deals with color, intensity feature including motion and luminance characteristics. Proposed algorithm is tested for several videos e.g. sports, animated, wildlife, cartoon, action, movies etc.

Lastly the calculated difference is compared against a reference level known as threshold value. In the proposed algorithm we chose adaptive thresh holding. Adaptive threshold measure the average discontinuity within a temporal domain.

**Real time video shot boundary detection**

Live video shot boundary detection will be implemented in Graphical User Interface in which three push buttons has been configured as “START VIDEO”, “STOP VIDEO” and “EXIT”. Functions are used to get the live video streaming from the connected camera of computing system (laptop). Functions are used to configure the input settings of data acquisition for video streaming. Start button is used to start the video from camera for getting the data acquisition from the camera and display on the first axes on the window of GUI.

Calculate the sensitivity and modifying the video error after that we are updating the video frames. Sensitivity will be calculated and video error has been modified after that video frames are updated. Function has been used to save the snapshot image and show on the axes of the GUI continuously.

To check the motion variation of video if the motion has huge variation means if the difference of current image frame and previous image is more than expected then store the image in the data base and display in the second axes window.

The structural features of an image are extracted by using DTCWCT on the sub bands of the image to determine the shot boundary detection by using functions.

**Result and Discussion**

The output observe for different videos (non-real time) is as follows:
Conclusion

In this research work we proposed a newly developed algorithm in conjunction with the advantageous feature of predefined method. We frame our task as an outlier detection problem during different occurring transitions. For non-real time videos we used DTWT and nodal analysis concept for efficient result and better accuracy. We test different video types and observe their result and measure performance for various design parameters. Thus our system produces favorably good result compared to various existing approaches.

The method we used for frame difference calculation i.e., histogram difference and standard deviation of pixel intensities using contrast change parameters show high accuracy in detecting abrupt and gradual transition respectively.

For real time video shot boundary detection we prepare Graphical User Interface in which three push buttons has been configured as “START VIDEO”, “STOP VIDEO” and “EXIT”. START VIDEO button is used for video recording. Data acquisition functionality is used to record the video with the help of local webcam connected to the system. Now we are monitoring the live video in the mean while we are checking the difference between the previous image frame and current image frame by using a comparison parameter. Now we are extracting the structural features of an image by using DTCWT on the sub bands of the image. If the comparison parameter is increase beyond its limit we save that image and display the image in second window means if there is a huge motion difference comparison parameter will vary more which indicate shot boundary.
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